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Background:

Objective:

Conclusions:

APRN authority and autonomy

States where Advance Practice Registered Nurse (APRN) practice is less 

restrictive have an increase in available healthcare providers, however not all 

APRNs are interested in increased  practice autonomy. APRNs who perceive 

greater levels of physician oversight felt more empowered than APRNs with little 

or no physician oversight. The majority of this literature involves primary 

outpatient care practice.

NNP authority and autonomy  

NNPs are educated and trained to care for level II patients autonomously. 

There is little literature specifically regarding NNP roles in neonatology practice 

coverage models, neonatologist oversight of NNP practice, or NNP perceptions 

and readiness for autonomous practice.

This project 
assesses 
neonatologist and 
NNP perceptions 
of rounding 
practices and 
desire for more 
autonomous NNP 
practice.

Rounding practice perceptions

Patient rounding practices are the same regardless of patient 

acuity, however physician oversight of NNP practice varies. 

State or institutional restrictions require daily in-house rounding on 

every patient

There is an obligation to comply with state and institutional 

regulations in rounding practices

Neonatologists feel the NNP will consult the neonatologist 

appropriately when needed; 

NNPs safely care for infants autonomously in a level II site.

NNP practice perceptions

NNP practice authority and autonomy  is regulated by the 

neonatologist

NNP autonomy varies by site and by neonatologist
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Methods:

After IRB approval and consent were obtained, interviews from an individual 

neonatology practice in a restricted APRN practice state were conducted in 

Fall 2018. Neonatologist and NNP perceptions on rounding practices and 

NNP autonomy were explored. Interviews were recorded, transcribed and 

analyzed for saturation of themes.

Current practice model 
impacts staffing and 
workload:  “It does 

impact on the workload of 
both NNPs and neos. It 
forces us to have more 
bodies on hand to build 

that coverage.” 

A balanced NNP 
and physician 

workload:  “…an 
even distribution of 
the workload … of 

patient acuity, 
social acuity or just 

numbers.“

NNPs consistently 
manage a team and 

are involved in 
patient assignment:  
“NNPs largely have 
choice. To choose 
patients to fill an 

appropriate load.”

Perceptions of 
practice 

regulation

“They're going to 
have to do some 

sort of round 
because of the the
legislation for our 

license”

“I think there needs 
to be more 

involvement of the 
neonatologist … 
from a regulatory 

standpoint.”

I like working with 
nurse practitioners 
I try to give them a 

lot of autonomy.

“Although I would 
say if there are 
differences in 
opinion the 

neonatologist 
typically wins out.”

30 bed 
level IV 
NICU

•In-house 
neonatologists

•In-house NNPs

•Tertiary care 
center

40 bed 
level III 
NICU

•In-house 
neonatologists

•In-house NNPs

•500 
deliveries/month

Outlying 
level II 
NICUs

•In-house NNPs

•100-200 
deliveries/month

Semi Structured Interveiws

Neonatologists and Neonatal Nurse Practitioners invited for interviews at 

group meetings, in person and by email

8 Neonatologists and 12 NNPs participated in 20-55 minute interviews (67% 

participation)

Interviews took place over a period of two months in a location of participant 

preference including homes, private rooms of practice sites or at the School 

of Nursing

Results presented to practice group members for respondent validation

Results:

Future Implications for Research:

Would NNPs and neonatologists have different or improved 

understanding of APRN practice regulations in a less restrictive environment?

How do family and staff perceive NNP practice regulation and autonomy 

in a restrictive environment?

Setting:


